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Gardeners: 21st Century Shamans 
 
I. We garden a country where people have become disassociated from Nature. 

A. They don't see what you see, hear what you hear. 
B. It won't get better. May remain as is; more likely the separation will grow. 
 

II. People need what Nature has to give. 
A. Quiet thought. Simplicity. Application of common sense. 
B. Accomplishment. Seeing the full cycle, completed task, big picture. 
C. Hope. 
D. Activities that cross generational, ethnic and species bounds. 
E. Academy of American Psychiatrists recommending nature trips, 

gardening, planting trees... 
 

III. You, who grow green things, are their connector. 
A. 21st century shaman.  

1. Unfortunately evolved word. "Wise one of nature." 
2. Consultant, problem solver, teacher, passer-on of culture's wisdom. 
3. A position going back at least 60,000 years. Privilege with responsibility. 

 
B. Think about it. You are: 

1. "Magic." One who draws life from specks of dust. 
2. Supplier of plants, plant products, sites for photos -- memories, rites. 
3. One who "knows all" about outdoors, sees things as whole systems. 
4. Not "in it" for the money. Safe. 

 
C. 50% of population saying they are gardeners, but <10% are masters 

(spending >8 hours /week in garden). More than 2/3 of gardeners cite a 
master as their main resource. 

 
IV. How will you help them? 

A. Answer with "magic" only if you must. 
1. Provide design, directions afterward, if not before. 
2. Avoid foreign language in words, design drawings. 

B. Always teach the underlying why and how. Empower them. Details! 
C. Recognize the initial quest for immediacy. Help first, teach during/after. 
D. Be consistent. 
E. Stick with what you know, or go look it up. Show them how to research! 
F. Be scientific. 
G. Pay special attention to the young. Cultivate your "hooks." 
H. Be aware, you are setting the example. 

1. Not a failure when a plant dies. 
2. Share disappointments as well as successes. 
3. Do not engage in personal contests. 
4. Understand they expect you to ____ (recycle, compost, etc.) 

I. Continue your education at meetings like this. Exchange names and 
numbers with other specialist masters. Shamans always have made 
referrals for things beyond their ken! 

 


